
Case overviews

Respecting employees

What constitutes re-
spectforemployees?
Is it merely payment
of a salary and recog-
nition of his cost of

living? Is it recognition of his mission,
his purpose, his role? Is it nurturing
him as a resource, living up to his faith,
developing him, including him in the
growth process? Or is it also remem-
bering promises made to him? Growth,
success, more growth, recognition,
fame ... leads employees and leaders
alike to become task-oriented, goal-ori-

entedand
therefore, not
means-ori-
ented, not peo-
ple-oriented.
To a large ex-
tent, fingers
seem to point
towards HR as
having been

minding them periodically that he.is
waiting to be fitted into ajob, for his ca-
reer to expand and grow - while the or-
ganisation moves him around as is con-
venient for their international business
relationships.

What we the onlookers see, is this -
if you hustle and bustle and thump ta-
bles you actually get people to step
aside and let you pass. But if you stand
by politely, whispering your request,
you get nowhere. In fact as we see the
plight of Akhil N adar, he remained
where he was, while his peers had raced
ahead of him. Did Kimro India recipro-
cate the politeness, decency and pa-
tiencethatAkhil gave?

In the second part of this case Is
HR straddling two stools? - we see a
unique phenomena - while managers
grow and evolve gradually and along
with industry trends, HR makes a
quantum leap, sometimes even ahead
of growth. Change is real and experien-

Say, your boss wants you out. A whisper
campaign is started. Increments cut,
appraisal mauled, and rumours spread
that you want to leave ... (Arup in Spy versus spy)

unable to maintain or develop a respect
quotient in organisations, as fostering
the profit and targets regime with little
or no attention to human resources.
Some feel the leader has to have 're-
spect' as a critical parameter and HR
will, as conscience of the organisation,
execute. Still some others feel, if you
had been wired right as
a child ....

But a study of the cases in this sec-
tion reveal a different story. In On the
fence with HR, young Akhil trusts the
system and its constituents. He trusts
that a system which is exacting in ex-
tracting performance from him, must
be even better in delivering its duty. So,
for 3-4 years he waits and accommo-
dates the organisation as it tumbles
from one crisis to another and he only
nudges gently and apologetically re-

tial, even interactive for individuals
who feel and endure change; whereas
HR which is the classroom monitor,
administers potions and formulae to
make change painless for the organisa-
tion. Just as a doctor can assure the pa-
tient that the surgery will be painless,
but the experience, the pain, the dis-
comfort belongs to the patient - so too
change is very abstract for HR, a feelin-
gless operation consisting of a flow-
chart and a set of transactions. So
adopting new templates for change is
easy,just as it is easy to accept new
bosses with new vision.

As a result, HR's role comes into
question - is it the representative of
people or of the organisation? Usually
it will be clarified that HR is for both.
But then that means there has to be
harmony. And this, one rarely finds.
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When an employee like Akhil fits him-
self into the organisation plan, he has
already limited his options. It is now for
HR to ensure he gets his time's worth.

But then recent experiences are
clearly skewed in favour of believing
that HR is not about people but about
organisations only. Can this be the rea-
son why employees are becoming 'self-
ish' about their career decisions? That
HR is entirely about the organisation
and not about an employee is easily
seen in Respectforprivacy. The cause
for concern which raises the issue of re-
spect in this case study, is the manner
in which an organisation assumes, the
right to invade areas that all of us be-
lieve is private space - and this, for its
own comfort.

Therefore, in this case we see that
Samarth Soi doubting the moves of his
colleague Amol who he feels is taking
away confidential financial data from
his staff, decides to pry into his mail
box. Helping him is the IT manager
who provides the ingenuity: "If you
have serious doubts, I can take control
of Seem a's PC or Amol's too .. .in their
absence, check all the mails, chat
sessions, you just tell me."

Here is an organisation that thrives
on its staple of preconceived notions of
right and wrong and above all a feeling
that - if a person is wrong, one is justi-
fied in treating him poorly. Watch
Dharker's observations for this. Pay
close attention to MD Teeyar's fear of
losing decency and image. What a
supremely crazy world we live in!

Respect dons another flavour in
Ode to aforgotteri hero where the rush
to be seen, known and awarded has
blunted all sensitivity. So much so that
the man who has created an award
winning ad, goes unheard, unseen,
unknown while the organisation
parties, celebrates and lays claim to
'success'. Naik, the creative agent, is not
in the inner circle of 'winners', is not
the in-house brand name in creativity ...
so it is very easy to trample on him.
So the bottomline is - do we respect
our employees? Rather, do we believe
they need to be respected? III



HR apathy

On the fence
withHR

Akhil Nadar felt misty eyed on seeing his old gang from
Kimro India. Most were his management training (MT)
batchmates, some peers of those days and others were col-
leagues who were in different departments at Kimro. Jai
Dadich had named this group the 'Frequent Flyers' Club', not
so much after the frequent travelling that they had to do but
more so because of the number of workplace locations they
had changed and, of course, in some cases,jobs too.

The 'flying' was also linked to the Hi Flyers' List (HFL),
which was what they called a 'lottery'. Almost everyone vied
for a recommendation to the HFL, for the incentives that
came with its membership were, as Jai used to say, 'worth dy-
ing for'. Post MT, the group began to disperse and the e-mail
was their succour. But even that became a challenge when
people left Kimro, and new organisations changed their
server addresses often those days, so some lost touch.

Which was why Jai was now surprised thatAkhil had left
Kimro. "Youalways struck me as a loyalist and I imagined you
would retire from there, if not from India, then Algiers or
Dubai or China! What's the story?" he asked.
Tara: Which world do you live in, Jai? AB long as you are in
Kimro you remain mesmerised by the inner activity there -
restructuring, shifting vision, changing leaders, realigning
markets ... these keep you in their grip and allow you to see
yourself as THE critical building block that holds Kimro to-
gether. But all it takes is one job outside Kimro and you see a
completely different world of business and opportunities.
Then you realise that your potential is much more than what
Kimro had defined it as.
Jai: I oxperienced that. At Kimro I felt I had to remain an ac-
countant forever, and crawl through SAPs and ERPs all my
life. But after moving to Carrafa, I was amazed by the quick,
effortless and agile transition from commercial to general
management. Today, I head a business in just four years,
whereas at Kimro I would still be doing the transaction audit
on the new SAP. Kimro is like that. Remember the HIP (high
intensity pool)? Does it still work?
Akhil: It was that very HIP that finally concluded my innings
at Kimro. You know the genesis of the HIP - because FMCG
was under threat from the cola boys and because sales were
shrinking, the company decided that all sales and marketing
personnel would come under the HIP for growth, training,
etc.This readily became a restricted area; so if you were from
any other function, you could not enter. Any moves in sales
and marketing happened through this pool only.

Between shifting visions
and restructuring business

and a laid back HR department,
Akhil's career is ignored.

Where was HR, ask his friends.

At that time I was in EPLM (exports and private label
manufacturing), where we were all classified as general man-
agement. This made EPLM managers ineligible for all HIP
sales jobs! And if! could not move to sales, I could not move
up to the L3 level. It had begun to frustrate me. There was
also talk of shutting down EPLM, so my career was coming to
naught anyway.
Jai: That is weird. Weren't you supposed to move to Algeria to
run the Middle East Business (MEB)?
Akhil: Uniquely, my life at Kimro started with Algeria and
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HR apathy~------------------------------~

The moment you place yourself in the midst
of a dozen egos and businesses, it is like a
chess board; the outcome of any move
can never be predicted. - Leonard

ended with Algeria - in both cases by not going to Algeria.
Kimro Israel had set up a plant in Algeria and needed a sales
head to work out of Algiers.

Now I was the only person in Kimro who fitted that bill.
My application was rejected on grounds that I was not classi-
fied as 'sales'. At this stage, HR could have helped tremen-
dously, but oh no, Kapil talked about integrity. I don't need to
go into it, it is so despicable already. .
Jai: Detail mein. batao Akhil, for in that lies my catharsis.
When I left Kimro, Deeyen (Devender Nath, senior manager,
HR) made me feel as in was deserting the ship. And I have
lived with that guilt all these years because I was supposed to
replace you in EPLM. You know I left because they down-
graded that job from 1..3to L2, and while I was supposed to get
my 1..3,they told me to take the job first and then - 'we will see'.
So, how did the Algeria thing fail?
Akhil: Ok, then you will have to listen to the whole story. Re-
member, in 1999 I was supposed to move to Algeria. HR had
agreed that I would get my L2 promotion with this move. A
week before I was to leave for Algeria, (I was officially struck off
the Kimro India rolls) the whole thing was cancelled. Some
global realignment was put in place so that MEB was merged
with India, and was to now become the India region's respon-
sibility. I was held back in India.

Anyway, I was not bitter or anything. At 28, the organisa-
tion is God. The challenges were myriad and I was happy to be
man enough to go through all these changes. Besides, my boss
Jerome stood by me like a rock. That the L2 promotion came
five months late did bother me, but I felt inhibited mentioning
it too often, lest I be considered a cribber. Those days, if you re-
call, Kimro brought up 'cribbers and whiners' in all HR train-
ing syndicates. I didn't want to be an example. (Deeyen's
mantra: Want to shine? TheIJ don't whine.)

I got my L2 and was to handle MEB sitting in India, whi-
ch was nice because I could even think of getting married. Ad-
ditionally, as if to justify the L2, I was made to handle the do-
mestic coffee brand besides being the market development
manager for Household Hygiene (HH) in MEB - a complex
portfolio which became a geographical nightmare! Then mid-
way through 2000, the manager of soap exports quit. Now I
was also handling soaps. So, effectively, I had three very tough
jobs, and as a result never got leave to go and 'see' the girls my
parents were busy lining up for me in Belgaum. But on the
positive side, Jerome placed me on the HFL since my ap-
praisals had been consistently top of the line, and I was filling
in for every job without a manager.
Jai: How can I forget - EPLM was happy letting people go,
because Akhil hai na!'

Akhil: MEB was a huge triumph as we had laid the foundation
for a sustainable business in a very hostile environment. Plus,
HH exports was the only division which met targets that year.
In August 2000, I took the business head of MEB, Stuart
Skelly, to see his region. Stuart was thrilled about what we were
doing. That was when he informally indicated that we would
set up an operation in ME, probably Algeria, in the beginning
of 2001 and I was assured I would move with 1..3to 11m it.

But this collapsed too. In October 2000, Africa was
included after yet another restructuring. The new region was
now AME (Africa and Middle East). So MEB, which was ear-
lier with India, went out and with it went my plans of running
the business out of Algeria. I was getting very anxious as my
peers in other parts ofKirnro were all now 1..3while I was still
in the margins waiting for a name to be given, a region to be
defined: My career was bobbing up and down - down entirely
due to strategic realignments of regions. But because at Kimro
your promotion level was pegged to where you move and into
what kind of job, my promotion was held up since MEB had
ceased to exist. And the dream that Stuart Skelly had woven
for me about a manufacturing operation in Algeria was
now gone.
Jai: Through all this, didn't HR step in at all? You were to
move to 1..3, surely they have to manage careers along with

business realignments! Hey, Lenny
(Leonard), what does your HR rule
book say?
Leonard: Heck, am I the only Kimro
HR man here? Ok, attack by all
means. Let me try and defend. In
principle, you are right, but often our
hands are tied. Country heads and
global bosses have a business agenda
which cannot be pegged to people's

growth at the expense of business priorities. And 2000 was a
crazy year for all businesses. Survive or die, that's how it was.
Akhil: I don't agree, Lenny; isn't it HR's role to work in sync
with businesses and enable fitment of people and careers
alongside? If all HR has to do is wait for business bosses to de-
cide, then why have HR? .
Tara: HR in India was responsible for Akhil's career. From that
standpoint, didn't international business alignments become
secondary? Akhil was an India resource and if an international
move was being aborted, HR in India has to find a new path
for his career, Lenny!
Leonard: It is difficult Tara. This reminds me of the classroom
case studies our professors used to prepare, which were com-
pletely removed from reality. The moment you place yourself
in the midst of a dozen egos and businesses, it is like a chess
board; the outcome of any move can never be predicted.
Jai: Nahi yaar, Lenny. It is finally about attitude. It seems to
me that HR India did not consider Akhil as their resource. See,
this is the issue. Like finance has money and seeks to optimise
earnings and manufacturing seeks to optimise its asset re-
sources, HR has to become accountable for what it does with
its people resources. Yet, what I have seen is that when it is con-
venient, HR washes its hands off an employee and says: 'He is
a divisional resource'. No, it cannot work like that. I would go
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as far as to say that HR has a dotted line responsibility to every
manager in the organisation.
Akhil: Let me tell you what happened, Lenny. I don't intend
to corner you. After all, then you were a minion in HR, but be-
cause you are my batchwaZa, I am being frank. When I spoke
to Deeyen he said: "I am sorry, your boss (Stuart) has changed
all plans. What can I do?" I found that very disconcerting.

How was I responsible for Stuart's plans? And Stuart
wasn't even my direct boss. I just took him to Taj Mahal and
then Tripoli. This had happened earlier too, when the realign-
ment brought MEB to India and in the interim they withheld
my promotion. Now it was repeating again. And I, a fast track
fellow, suddenly did not even feature in the HFL that year;
and why? Because I was 'unclassified' - not Kimro India, not
Kimro MEB (now defunct), so my name would not fit any-
where. For this absurd reason, believe it or not, I was struck
off the HFL! For 2000-01, I was out of the HFL running!
Whose fault was it? I did not even get the ordinary cost of'liv-
ing increment; praise the Lord, I at least appeared in the pay-
roll under 'others'.

Deeyen's response? "Kya karegaa, boss? Tum. Stuart ko
pakdo, na!"What were we dealing with here? I never in my
life felt as helpless as I did just hearing the most stupid verdict
from him as a spokesperson for HR - that's what he was, isn't
it? The HFL chaps that year got a thumping bonus. I didn't,
because I did not appear in any list! Kimro was so dependent
on HR processes and that very HR wreaks havoc and no one
finds out about it.
Jai: Lenny, what is HR's role? Shepherding drifting careers or
not? Keeping promises or not? Here was a star HFL chap
whose career was critical to Kimro India at least. Didn't they
owe him their promise?
Akhil: And this is the HR which overwhelmed us with a huge
welcome speech the day we joined Kimro as MTs - that
Kimro was a completely Hlt-led, Hlt-driven company and
careers were built and grown by HR. Remember Deeyen
pointing to the Hall of Fame board in the conference room
and saying: "These greats you see mentioned here were all
MTs like you who joined Kimro as young men and grew
steadily to become vice-presidents, CEOs and directors on the
board too:' I recall having felt a deep sense of'correctness' over
my decision to choose Kimro's offer over others. Was that
mere II talk? Even now you give spiel to MTs on day one.
What is that? Power play?
Leonard: It is intention, Akhil, which we in HR hold dear.
When intention is thwarted - whether by act of man or cir-
cumstances - people tend to take it out of its context, in isola-
tion and it seems like tall talk. But we work with the support
of the businesses. We are not exclusive of the businesses. You
will agree that we derive our acts from the businesses, but our
role is independent. What did your bosses say to all this?
Akhil: They said "you have been on the HF list for three years,
how can you not get your promotion in January?" Jerome was
confident that India will definitely be asked to staff AME,
since we held the intelligence on this region, and they will
have to place the erstwhile MEB manager in AME.

I went to HR and asked them the back-up options avail-
able to me. I needed to know so that if AME got staffed by the

ex-Brit team, I could start lobbying with sales and brand
management in India to find a foothold in a product division.
But Deeyen shook his head and said: "All these international
placements are, mercifully, not my headache, you deal with
your bosses, it is their job." And had the gall to add: "Make life
difficult for them. Otherwise they are not going to pay atten-
tion. Why are you scared of the white man?"

That was the day I blacklisted HR in my records. I de-
cided I didn't need HR ever again, but then my name had to
be somehow reinstated in the HFL and I would have to woo
Deeyen no matter how despicable he was.

I am wondering if you can see how Deeyen, and thus HR,
was trying to play God. This was the man who had told me on
my first day that he had built the careers of those Hall of Fame
gentlemen. I was surprised that at 24-25, one could have been
so naive as to believe such tall talk. What was biting was also
the loss ofRs 72,000 in bonus which the HFL guys got that
year. I needed it to make the Rs 1.5 lakh down payment on a
house I had seen in Gurgaon - my girlfriend those days was
from Delhi and I needed to showcase myself as a man of good
means, to her parents.

I may as well complete the girlfriend story here - I could
not make that down payment; her father laughed and said:
"Your young man does not have Rs 1.5lakh after working for
five years? What kind of organisation does he work in?" I
asked payroll for a loan. But HR could not 'oblige' me as only
HFL fellows were given housing loans.
Tara: Oh God, this is terrible. I didn't know this. What hap-
pened then?
Akhil: What will happen Tara? Every father eyes his daugh-
ter's choice with immense disgust. I recall standing there be-
fore Sana's parents, a young man of 30 without Rs 1.5 lakh
and a fiery conviction to marry their girl- a bit like R.K. Lax-
man's common man, with a bouquet of roses meant for my
lady love, but which I was quite happy giving to the father in
case he liked it very much, and without a warning, I blurted
out like an idiot: 'Sir, what is a house? I will keep Sana
happy ... ' His reply was humiliating; suffice it to say they were
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HR apathy
not nice words.
Jai: Yaw; this is bad. Sorry Akhil. HR is always running close
to your heels, keeping in touch with movements in your per-
sonallife and aligning your career with that. I think that is one
of the biggest skills in HR management. And very few HR
managers are able to develop such sensitivity. But tell me, how
come the Algeria job fell through again?
Akhil: Because it was given to Kimro Israel.
Jai: What? Israel? Can you make sense?
Akhil: Yes, it did not make sense to Kimro Israel either. Tom
laughed for a long time when he heard this. He said: "Those
morons have not read history!"
Jai: What about a place in India? Did you push Deeyen for it?
Akhil: As the story goes, Deeyen quit, he joined as HR director
with Morro Group. And my life passed into the hands of Kapil
Maira who said: "I will look into it."
Tara: This is bizarre! Three years of waiting in the wings with-
out a Plan B! This is not how HR works. Isn't HR supposed to
keep drifting careers on its radar and step in to save them?
Leonard: I admit this was one case that went completely ka-
put. You will hate my saying this, but HR was, in fact, helpless.
I was witness to the discussions Deeyen used to have and then
Kapil. Kapil was new, so the wheeling-dealing was compli-

promotion, or his level, then something weird is going on and
needs examination!
Akhil: Anyway, that's when it all nearly ended. Around then
EPLM was merged with Household Hygiene (HH), and that
was terrible for me because domestic HH was under pressure.
This was the time of 'focused brands' and stagnant sales and
there were surplus brand managers to be accommodated.
They would obviously be preferred over EPLM residue. Nei-
ther was HIP so watertight.

On the quiet, HR moved non-sales people to sales. Oh yes,
sometime then, Altaf in Kimro China told me about a supply
chain job and I applied. I was interviewed telephonically and I
even got andar se khabar; that I got the job; I was triumphant
at having succeeded without HR. At the last minute, Shanghai
was told to 'accommodate' a manager from Hanoi, since he
was being made redundant.

I admit HR is not a magic wand that can make jobs hap-
pen, but when such things occur because of HR's uninvolv-
ment, or not getting deep into a manager's plight, then what do
you make of it? Strategic decisions happen at a global level and
it disturbs the order, but then what is HR for?
Tara: The bottomline is: take charge of your career, ifHR does
anything it is a bonus. There's no such thing as a secure job. So,

make the best of what you have.
Jai: When McKinsey recruits from B-
schools, they do not give you the usual
spiel about building your career with the
fi~m and making you a partner in X
years, etc. They simply say that so many
hundred CEOs worldwide are ex-McK-
insey.

Therefore, stay with us for as long as
it suits you. If you do a great job, some

client will make you an offer you can't refuse. Whereas if like
Kimro you talk career, HR will find itself unable to deal with
high rates of attrition among its managers when growth stops
and/or when other opportunities open up (Pepsi, financial
services, BPO, etc.).
Lenny: I admit you did not get a good deal and it would seem
as ifHR botched it up for you. But do appreciate that 2000-01
heralded a new attitude in corporate land. Definitions of ca-
reer changed. Basically careers, as we knew them, are dead.
People as different as Mahesh Murthy and Tom Peters talk a
lot about this. Your work life consists of a series of what are ba-
sically short-term projects. You move from one project to an-
other (in the same company or outside) depending on what
adds value to you - monetary or otherwise.

HR does not build careers anymore, but has moved into
organisation and business management by managing
resource movements for the sake of business. The role of HR
is now about business than careers, but like all functions

adapt to changing environs, HR too, has had to make a
shift. It is just unlucky that you were bang in the midst of this
transition! III

Even an HR trainee will tell you that if a guy
is a consistent good performer but has not
been given his promotion, then something
weird is going on. - Tara
cated for him. I recall China came up and Jerome pushed for it,
almost sure it was in the bag since the businesses were exactly
the ones Akhil had managed for three years at MEB. Kapil, to
be fair, personally wrote a warm note to Stuart in Tokyo and
asked him to intervene and put in a good word for Akhil.

He did intervene; he laid claim to the business intelli-
gence and offered gallantly to run the business gratis out of
Tokyo, but wanted that his protege Ron Brody handle it. That
was classified information, so you have to keep it under the
hat. So, Ron moved from Prague to China and Kapil got a
thank you note from Stuart for sharing relevant information.
Akhil: Anyway, what all that did was that at the end of 2000,
while seven of my batch moved painlessly into L3, I didn't get
Algeria, China, or L3. A number of L3 jobs were falling vacant
in sales and marketing. That was when this HIP thing started
- you had to be part of the HIP pool to get into sales. Kapil said
just that - "No prior sales or marketing experience, Akhil.
What can I do?" Export sales did not come under HIP.
Tara: This is Kimros HR, Lenny now you tell me, what should
a man in Akhil's place do? What was he? Not an employee?
Not a solid B-school manager? Did anyone fault his perform-
ance? He was on the HFL for four years in a row. YetHRfeltno
pressing need to retain him. Not once did HR call him in to ex-
amine his career graph. Even an HR trainee will tell you that if
a guy is a consistent good performer but has not been given his

This case study was first published in Busineesioorld,
6 Nouember 2006.
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Robin Banerjee
Reading the case loaded with facts, feelings and
false steps, one cannot help sympathising with
Akhil Nadar and criticising the events at Kimro
India. From available data, one gets no under-
standing of what the leadership team has to say
in its defence, except experiencing them through
the emotional conversation of the young man-
agement training batchmates. Sometimes, one-
sided reflections such as these force one to take
sides. It is, therefore, important to analyse the
case keeping that in mind, lest we are viewed as
being judgemental.

This case reminds me of the pioneering work
done by Dr Udai Pareek in the early 1980s on or-
ganisational roles and their continued relevance.
Unless organisations and individuals pay atten-
tion to roles, which are critical in integrating em-
ployees with the organisation and vice versa, in-
creasing complexities in running businesses and
relentless change in the marketplace will lead to
conflicts, frustrations, stress and loss of capable
talent, which is difficult to acquire and retain in
today's age.

Organisational structures, by design, are in-
tended to create healthy conflict between func-
tions and aiding teamwork between them to
achieve organisational objectives. Unless there is
clarity of roles, this paradox of conflict and align-
ment is bound to waste energy and get people de-
focused, sometimes even create power centres. In
his book,MakingOlganisationalRolesEffective,
Pareek talks about the symbiotic process of 'role
taking' and 'role making' through which shared
understanding (self and others) gets established
leading to effective role contribution. Kimro In-
dia is a case in point, struggling to get to that
sweet spot.

If we remove the emotional aspects of the
conversation, two glaring inadequacies emerge:
the role ofHR and the business managers. While
there needs to be a healthy tension between the
two, the symbiotic process and meaningful dia-
logue hetween them creates and sustains organi-
sational values and culture.

Fundamentally, it all begins with the purpose
of the organisation and its values. Effective or-
ganisations seek a balanced approach to the suc-
cess of all stakeholders, which is a vital compo-
nent of its winning DNA. People in organisations
derive their meaning from this overarching in-
tent. Ambiguity leads to short-sighted tactics,
approaches and decisions. Restructuring, strate-
gic shifts and downsizing are common to all or-
ganisations in today's world, but built-to-Iast or-
ganisations cope with this challenge and yet
remain focused on the core philosophy of why it
exists.

Kimro seems to be at crossroads in this as-

Role efficacy
pect. The case is replete with instances where
business and HR are at cross-purposes with each
other. "Make life difficult for them. If not, there is
no way they are going to pay attention:' Deeyen's
response to Akhil strengthens this observation.
"HR is, in fact, helpless". Lenny's reaction to Tara
is yet another indicator that somewhere along
the way, the core ideology is not acting like glue
and giving people the courage to advocate their
point of view.

Lenny's remark that HR's hands are tied be-
cause country heads and global bosses have a
business agenda that cannot be pegged to peo-
ple's growth in the face of business priorities, re-
veals the spreading chasm. Leaders' egos and the
chess board as an analogy for business with un-
predictable outcomes is very disconcerting.
What about Stuart's smart use of Ron to thwart
Akhil's claim for the job despite Kapil's note?
While it is naive to think that business managers
don't play favourites, the inbuilt checks and bal-
ances need to prevail irrespective of where, when
and by whom the decisions are made. That is
where the role ofHR comes into play.

Jack Welch remarked quite eloquently about
HR's role when he said, "HR is one part pastor
and one part parent: who hears all sins and com-
plaints on one hand without recrimination and
loves and nurtures, and yet is tough when you are
off track on the other:' How everyone wishes for
such a HR function at Kimro. Deeyen, Lenny
and others were responsible for shaping the role
through their convictions and business should
have given HR the required space to play con-
science keeper. Time and again, one is left with
the cold feeling that HR was operating from a
'distance' that no one could be influenced by.

If it had an understanding with Akhil that
with the move to Algeria, his L2 would be sanc-
tioned, it should have confronted the system and
pushed it through. Why did HR not question the
logic of the pool designed around sales and mar-
keting? IfHR views employees' complaints as
whining, what kind of culture do you expect at
Kimro? Employees' careers should not be at the
mercy of managers' changing plans.

Deeyen's remark: "Kya karega boss,tum Stu-
art ko pakdo na" is abdication of his responsibil-
ity. Lenny talked about HR's intention. We all
know that the road to hell is paved with many
good intentions. While HR has to play con-
science keeper, it needs to keep the fine balance of
not playing God. 111
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This is a classic situation where the role ofthehu-
man resource (HR) department is juxtaposed
with that of the line management. There is often
confusion about the role of the HR team - is it
supposed to benefit the employees or the corpo-
ration? It is a common management belief that
employees' objectives should be blended with
that of the organisation, and the organisation is
larger than its employees. It is all well to say this
in theory, but if the employees are dissatisfied,
can the organisation survive? Should HR take
care of the employees or should it first look at the
organisation's benefit? This debate can go on for-
ever, perhaps without a clear answer.

Akhil, who joined a well-known company as
a management trainee, with dreams of making it
big in the corporate world, got a raw deal from
the company when it came to his career progres-
sion. Corporate restructuring and other organi-
sational priorities led to a situation where Akhil
got ignored or sidetracked, with HR playing a
passive role in not digging its heels and ensuring
that Akhil's career objectives were taken care of

While every individual employee may not be
aware of the big corporate picture, and therefore,
the limitations of the organisation in taking cer-
tain steps which otherwise look logical from the
employees' point of view, it is important that con-
tradictory organisational priorities, at least to the
extent they are relevant to the employees, need to
be communicated to them. This task of commu-
nication, not only vests with the line manage-
ment (every manager is responsible for person-
nel matters), but, with HR, as it has a huge role
in effective employee communication.

With the changing dynamics of manage-
ment, enhanced market competition, technolog-
ical upgradation, and shortage of skilled man-
power, HR nowadays, seems to be increasingly
playing a role that is different from the classic
and traditional one of mentoring employees. Re-
cruitment, training and retention of employees
have now become more important than playing
the role of a mentor, a guide or an advisor. In
these days of 'bulk' recruitment, where every em-
ployee needs to be trained on the job and pro-
vided necessary skills to perform allocated tasks,
lot of effort is getting diverted towards recruit-
ment and training. The relationship between the
tutor and the tutee is getting blurred, if not ig-
nored, in this world of cut-throat competition.

There is another important issue to be con-
sidered. The success or otherwise of an employee
is often linked with the view of the CEO or the

?fI

head of the department. In the case in question,
had Akhil been in the good books of the CEO, the
situation would have been different. Akhil was
liked by his boss Jerome, but he was either not
senior enough to carry any influence or not
strong enough in the organisational hierarchy to
make any difference. Neither Deeyen (senior
manager, HR) nor Stuart (head honcho of
Kimro), fanciedAkhil. While he struggled to find
an answer to his career options, no appropriate
answer was forthcoming. This can be very de-
moralising for an employee. A godfather would
have been useful for Akhil.

Another aspect of this was experienced by Jai
when he was leaving Kimro. The moment he re-
signed, he was treated as a pariah, an outcast. On
resignation, most employees need counselling. A
serious chat or some hand-holding helps. It helps
the employee regain faith in the organisation and
helps him to see the bigger picture, which is
sometimes missed in his narrow vision of per-
sonal well-being. But it was not to be in Kimro.
Deeyen let Jai feel 'terrible'.

It may be worthwhile to mention here that
the effectiveness ofHR depends upon its hierar-
chical placement in the organisation. If the head
ofHR is placed in the top echelons of the man-
agement, say, as a board member, or at the exec-
utive/management committee level (with what-
ever designation, such as president, senior
vice-president, head HR, etc.), it makes a differ-
ence. In Kimro, the top HR guy who could be ap-
proached was Deeyen, a senior HR manager. His
ability to influence organisational behaviour in
favour of an employee getting a raw deal would
surely be limited. Either this company did not
have a very senior HR person, or Deeyen did not
raise the issue higher up. This surely, will be one
of the causes of Akhil's ill-experience.

Career planning, succession mapping, em-
ployee counselling, compensation structuring,
employee appraisal system and talent retention
are the hallmarks of proper HR practice, and
consequently, its success milestones. Any sub-
optimisation in these areas will negate corporate
values. The case in question needs to be studied
in line with these desired attributes of the HR
team. In Kimro, was the HR department practic-
ing the above values or was it swayed by organi-
sational priorities that involved sacrificing a few
careers here and there?

As the affected employees will never be able
to get the big corporate picture to find out the ex-
act issues before the top management, the em-
ployees' debate would, perhaps, continue voicing
their apparent displeasure at the inappropriate
treatment meted out to them as they go about
pursuing their dream careers. Or, is it so? III


